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LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
COMMUNITY BANKS: A LIFELINE TO
INDIVIDUALS & SMALL BUSINESS IN THE
PANDEMIC ECONOMY
» Community banks provided 60 percent of first round
PPP loans, serving many customers turned away
by larger banks. Community banks made over 70
percent of first round PPP loans to minority-owned
small businesses and women-owned small business,
and over 60 percent of the PPP loans to veteranowned small businesses.
» Community bank PPP lending saved 33.7 million jobs.
» Community banks stood by their customers during
the crisis through forbearance and loan modifications.
Banks delivered over 400 million economic impact
payments valued at over $700 billion.

TELL YOUR COMMUNITY BANK STORY
» Please use this opportunity to tell the story of your
bank’s PPP lending and community service during the
pandemic by using real stories and data.

CLOSE DANGEROUS INDUSTRIAL LOAN
COMPANY (ILC) LOOPHOLE TO AVERT
CONSUMER AND SYSTEMIC HARM
» ILCs are the functional equivalent of full-service banks
without appropriate federal oversight. Congress
has left open a dangerous loophole in safety and
soundness oversight now being exploited by large
tech companies that will unfairly alter the financial
landscape.
» Such a far-reaching change in the financial system
and putting taxpayers at risk should be settled by
Congress, not left to the discretion of the FDIC.
» We urge your support for legislation to close the
ILC loophole and preserve America’s long-standing
separation of banking and commerce.

SAFE HARBOR FOR LEGAL CANNABIS BANKING
» It is critically important for public safety that
cannabis-related businesses, as well as those
businesses that provide ancillary services to
such businesses, have access to the traditional
banking system.
» Support the SAFE Banking Act (H.R. 1996/S. 910),
which would create a federal safe harbor for
banking legal cannabis-related businesses.

TAX FAIRNESS TO PROMOTE RURAL
PROSPERITY
» The prosperity of American farmers and ranchers
is critical to rural economies.
» Support the ECORA Act (H.R. 1977), which will
provide lower interest rates and better terms on
rural loans by providing that interest on bank
loans secured by farmland and homes in rural
communities is tax exempt.

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF TAX CODE AND
AGENCIES THAT HAVE ENABLED LARGER
CREDIT UNIONS AND FARM CREDIT LENDERS
» Oversight failures and permissive regulation at the
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) and
the Farm Credit Administration (FCA) have created
multi-billion-dollar institutions that are the functional
equivalent of commercial banks, competing in the
same markets, for the same customers, offering the
same services.
» Support congressional review of the NCUA and
the FCA and modernization of the tax code to
restore a balanced and competitive financial
landscape that protects consumers, serves small
businesses, and enhances revenue for federal,
state, and local governments.

